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) 
) 
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) 
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) 
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----------------------------) 
Attorney for Appellant 
Timothy D. French 
************** 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
************** 
Appeal from the District Court of the 
Seventh Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Bonneville 
HONORABLE JOEL E. TINGEY, District Judge. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Attorney for Respondent 
Bonneville County Public Defender's Office 
605 N. Capital Ave. 
Deputy Attorney General 
PO Box 83720 
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Page 1 of2 
icial District Court - Bonneville 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2010-0013403-MD Current Judge: Jerry Meyers 
Defendant: Mitchell, Allissa Ann 
User: LMESSICK 
State of Idaho VS. Allissa Ann Mitchell 
Date 
8/23/2010 
8/31/2010 
9/17/2010 
10/19/2010 
11/16/2010 
Code 
NCRM 
PROS 
JUDGE 
HRSC 
BNDS 
BNDS 
JUDGE 
ARRN 
GUILTY 
DMPR 
STATUS 
PROB 
SNIC 
HRSC 
BNDE 
BNDE 
CO NT 
HRSC 
CO NT 
HRSC 
CO NT 
HRSC 
User 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
CMADDEN 
HEATON 
HEATON 
HEATON 
HEATON 
HEATON 
HEATON 
CMADDEN 
KER 
KER 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
BOULWARE 
BOULWARE 
BOULWARE 
BELLIN 
BELLIN 
New Case Filed Misdemeanor 
Prosecutor Assigned Matt Hamilton 
Judge Change 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 08/23/2010 
01:00 PM) 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 206.00 ) 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 300.00 ) 
Judge Change 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on 
08/23/2010 01 :00 PM: Arraignment / First 
Appearance 
Found Guilty (118-6409(1) Disturbing the 
Peace-Willfully Disturbs Neighborhood) 
Dismissed on Motion of Prosecutor (118-705 
Resisting or Obstructing Officers) 
Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
Judge 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Ralph L. Savage 
Ralph L. Savage 
Ralph L. Savage 
Ralph L. Savage 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Probation Ordered (118-6409(1) Disturbing the Jerry Meyers 
Peace-Willfully Disturbs Neighborhood) Probation 
term: 6 months. (Unsupervised) 
Sentenced To Incarceration (I18-6409( 1) 
Disturbing the Peace-Willfully Disturbs 
Neighborhood) Confinement terms: Jail: 10 days. 
Suspended jail: 10 days. 
Hearing Scheduled (OTSC 09/29/2010 09:30 
AM) 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 206.00) 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 300.00) 
Hearing result for OTSC held on 09/29/2010 
09:30 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (OTSC 12/27/201009:30 
AM) Next Payment Due 10/25/2010 
Notice Resetting Hearing 
Notice Resetting Hearing 
Hearing result for OTSC held on 10/27/2010 
09:30 AM: Continued Next Payment Due 
10/25/2010 
Hearing Scheduled (OTSC 12/01/201009:30 
AM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Hearing result for OTSC held on 12/01/2010 
09:30 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (OTSC 01/05/2011 09:30 
AM) Next Payment Due 12/25/10 
Jerry Meyers 
Penny Stanford 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Penny Stanford 
Penny Stanford 
Jerry Meyers 
Jerry Meyers 
Penny Stanford 
Penny Stanford 
Penny Stanford 
Penny Stanford 
Penny Stanford 001 
Date: 2/6/2012 
Time: 02:58 PM 
Page 2of2 
udicial District Court - Bonneville 
ROAReport 
Case: CR-2010-0013403-MD Current Judge: Jerry Meyers 
Defendant: Mitchell, Allissa Ann 
User: LMESSICK 
State of Idaho VS. Allissa Ann Mitchell 
Date 
11/16/2010 
12/17/2010 
Code 
HRVC 
User 
BELLIN 
TABOR 
Judge 
Notice Resetting Hearing Jerry Meyers 
Hearing result for OTSC held on 01/05/2011 Penny Stanford 
09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated Next Payment Due 
12/25/10 
002 
30251 
I 
IDAHO UNIFO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 7TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO ) COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
)) D Infraction Citation 
vs. ~ ) Misdemeanor Citation 
fJ'KlJlL ) 
at 022.':t...o'clock A f\ 
,l-Boq( 
Code Sectic 
j 7-2..1}~( 
Code Sectic 
~~ Location ~~·O~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
i: ~ Hwy. /-I---JL--~-IJ __ ~~B~O~N~N~E~V~I.!::L~L~E~ __ County, Idah< 
~ /d·Z.r"'IO ---~~-I.JIIL'''----- _-----'3"'-=/J~'~.J___ $)::: pJ::> 
Date Serial #/Address Dept. 
Date Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address Dept. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
..d ~ You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of thE 
"3 District Court of BONNEVILLE County, IDAHO FALLS , Idahc v~ ~ located at 605 N. CAPITAL on 0 
before _~_~~~_~~~~_~_, 20 
(j) 
E 
ro 
z 
en 
1:: 
ro 
-0 
c 
J!2 (j) 
o 
_~_, at ~ __ o'clock M 
I acknowledge receipt of this summons and I promise to appear at the time indicated. 
£~ 
Defendant's Signature 
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on ~~ _____ , 20 
Officer 
003 
7th JUDICIAL DISTRICT, ST 
MISDEMEANOR MINUTE 
~DAHO, COUNTY OF BONNE 
fLOGfORDER/JUDGMENT 
STATE v. Rosemary Pearl Dycus D.L.#: ' DOB:  CASE NO. : CR-20IO-0016949-MD 
JUDGE: Ralph L. Savage ADDRESS: 300 Tendoy Idaho Falls ID 83402 \ : 
Digital Recording: -'-10=1=2=51..=2=0-'-10"--_______ _ Interpreter: ________________ _ 
Defense Attorney: ________________ _ 
DEFENDANT having been charged with the following: 
COUNT 1: Driving Without Privileges AMENDED: DISMISSED: 
---------------
COUNT 2: Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use AMENDED: ________ DISMISSED: 
DEFENDANT: ~eared _Failed to appear _Send notice Warrant/Bond Forfeiture Ordered Bond: $ _____________ _ 
~dvised of rights, pen~lties, & charges _Waived reading of Complaint _Read Complaint Judge: ____________ _ 
~equested P.D. ~Granted _Denied _Will retain counsel Continued to ___________________ _ 
_ Waived counsel _Waived jury trial Ordered: No Contact with Victim(s) No Contact Order Dismissed 
_y.tJILTY to Counts ./oJ' GUILTY to Counts _''-1-''4-'''--____ _JURY TRIAL REQUESTED PLEA: 
~~ised of Bond $ \ tOOt> _ORDERED RELEASED I _O.R. TO PRETRIAL SERVICES 
ORDERED: -vretrial Conference 0 I';}"').- 10 @. <is' '0 DO Prrr-- _Court Trial on _______________________ _ 
PLEA CHANGED: _GUILTY to Counts DATE __________________ _ 
JUDGMENT: GUILTY Counts NOT GUILTY Counts _WITHHELD JUDGMENT after successful probation 
_ORDERED ALCOHOL/DRUG EVALUATION (DEFENDANT shall contact an approved evaluator within 48 hours) _Waived PSI 
_ORDERED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION (Defendant shall contact Family Court Services, 529-1350, x1112 within 48 hrs) 
_SENTENCINGDATE _______________________________________ _ 
LICENSE(S): _ORDERED Defendant's License Suspended Effective: _Driver's _Temporary _Hunting _Fishing 
Months Years Count(s) Consecutive _Concurrent _Concurrent with admin. license suspension 
Reinstatement of driving privileges must be completed before you can drive! Apply to: Driver's Services, P.O. Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 Tel: 334-8735 
FINES: _ORDERED DEFENDANT PAY TO THE CLERK: ($2 charge per installment payment) 
Count 1: Suspends Plus Conrt Costs Court CFA~Oaho Statute 
Couut 2: Suspends $ Plus Court Costs ~ 
Count 3: Suspends Plus Court Costs OCT 2 5 2010 
Count 4: Suspends Plus Court Costs 
_Reimburse $ for costs of Public Defender _Pay $ for costs of Prosecution (ICR 33) 
_Pay restitution $ _Bond Conversion Ordered to Pay Fines/Costs 
JAIL: _ORDERED DEFENDANT TO BE INCARCERATED: 
Count 1: ________ days Suspends _______ days DOC ________ days SERVE _______ days 
Count 2: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE days 
Count 3: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE days 
Count 4: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE _______ days 
_Credit for time served _____ days _Consecutive _Concurrent Credit for fines Work Release/Detail: 529-1315 x315 
_Report to jail not later than: ___________________________________________________ _ 
xxWORK RELEASE/WORK DETAIL IF APPROVED BY JAIL STAFF WORK RELEASE/WORK DETAIL DENIED 
_LANDFILL COMMUNITY SERVICE Serve __ hours xxPay advance CSI Fund fee xxCall 604-5679 Complete by ___ _ 
PROBATION: ORDERED IYr 2 Yrs 6 months Other _Informal: Pay $50 one time 
PAYMENT: 
_Supervised: Pay $50/month supervision costs to County Probation Report immediately to Probation, 254 'E' Street, IF, ID 524-7914 
xxSupervised Probation Intake Screening Fee: Pay $50 one time 
_Full compliance with Alcohol/Drug Evaluation/Complete education treatment & pay costs per Probation Officer (P.O.) 
_Full compliance with Domestic Violence Evaluation/Complete counseling/classes and pay costs _Theft Prevention Class: Pay $65 
_Not consume alcohol or illegal drugs and not go to bars or establishments where alcohol is the primary source of income 
xxPay all fines, restitution, reimbursements & costs xxRefuse no alcohol or drug test or search of person, propeliy & vehicle 
_Referred to Drug Court (P.O. will determine eligibility) _Not operate a motor vehicle after consuming alcohol/drugs 
xxNotify Court & P.O. . iting of any address/telephone change xxObey all laws & rules of P.O. and Commit no crimes 
Other __ ~~---~~-=====~~-------------------------------------------------
Defep:ecfPayment 
xx erred Payme nes not paid at time of sentencing, and/or defendant /lot ordered to Supervised Probation) 
ShowC 
77 JUDGE-7~-r~~/~?~~~--~~~~~T_---------------------------------DATE 
_____________________ DATE ___________ __ 
Hand Delivered/Mailed to Defendant/Counsel ________________________________ DATE _________________ _ 
004 
nnnn .1.\:U'1nLn 1. 
APPLICATION FOR PUBLIC D .DERJAPL1CACION PARA EL DE~ JR DE OFIC 0. 
- C!sE NO.: CR-20 -_(~,(1 ~( cr' 
~=:~";],;:c ion ...  '. .. .. .• ;"'~~C~~:,~;,:~ ~71Jl~ifiJ 
Will you be able to post aillPue e pagar la ZG ('(:,'{JiMliErlejectivo? !Q1J:l BondsmanIFi6dor? _~~ 
Employer's NameiNombre de empleo~i-<L ;--~' ~E.. Months Worked/Cuontos,' e~sles~' ~Clii~t4 
Hours working per weeklhar~ par semana d& ~ = Pay rateiRedito de pago$_ 
CURRENT ONTHL TAKE HOME PAYICantidad que lleva al jc~a~'Sa~$~~~~~ 
lnCOlDe this year to date/lngresos de eSle ano$ 7.:) Income last year/lngresos del ana anetrior$ ___ ~._"._" __ 
CURREY1[O~Y GROSS PAY/Cantidad mensual en bruto~ 
Date last employedfUltinafecha que trabajo ~ ~ Last employer's nameiNombre de ultimo empleo ____ , 
Reaso n for termination/Rozon par tenninarsu trabaJo . _. _ :--_~ __ _ 
Other income/Olros Ingresos: WelfareiAsistencia del estado$ Soc, Security/Segura Socia/$ _____ _ 
Worker's Compensation/Compensaio e Trabajadores$ Disability/ Desabilitad$_o-:------,------
Money from any other soure Otros gresos? TOTAL OTHER INCOME/Total de olros Ingresos~-----
Spouse's NameiNombre EmployerIEmpleo __ --------------
Income/1ngresos$ o. of children you. are suppoJiingiCuantos menores mantiene? ___ _ 
Residing with you! Child support paymentJPago de Sostenimiento de Menores$ ____ --,-.....;..... 
Arc you currentJ&ta corri t en sus p os? ) ' .. 
VaIUe!EqUityOfYOUrhOme(S)/VaIOrdeSUhOi.~~~ Amount:tt~n  / 
Cash on hand/En efectivo a la mano$ ILL~:-= SavingslA $ ~ --./ 
Checking Account/euen/a de Cheques$~~6;:;.YOUl' bankslNombre del Banco ~:7
Your motor vehicles/Su vehiculo(s): YearlModel/Aiio y Modelo~ _________ ---:-:-:-__ ._:-:--=-__ _ 
Value/ Valor del vehiculo$ Amount owed/Cuanto Se debe$ ~ 
TOTAL MONTHLY EXPENSESIGtntos Mensuales enTotal$ LjtjCi .. _ 
If you are under 18, state your parcnt'slguardian's name,address and phone number: ________ ~_--,-__ 
Nombre de sus padres, direccion y num_ de telefono si usted tiene menos de 18 aiios_' . 
1 request a lawyer be appointed to represent me. I AGREl: TO REPAY BONNEVILLE COUNTY FOR PUBLIC 
DEFENDER COSTS AS ORDEREl> BELOW. I swear under penalty of perjury the answers above are true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge. If these answers are-found to be faise, I understand I may be prosecuted for the felony 01 
perjury_ 
Yo pido que me otorgen un abogado para que me represente. ESTOY DE ACUERDO DE PAGAR. AL CON DADO DE 
BONNEVILLE paR COSTOS DEL ABOGADO SEGUN COMO SE ME ORDENE. Dec/aro bajo pena y perjurio que las 
respuestas susdichas son ciertas. Si encuenlran alguna respuesta seT' falsa, comprendo que pueden inlcrponer una acci6njudicial 
ear darfalso testimonio. &"'!l //$ 
YOUR SIGNATUREISUFinnaF~~,..dt:U,.:S DATEIFecha /V ~
PUBL DEFENDER IS APPOINTEDIAprobado /' 
PUBliC DEF:END~R IS APPOlNTED ONLY UNTD.. YOU ARE RELEASED FROM JAIL 
El abogado solamente 10 representera mientras esta encarselado 
PUBLIC DEFENDER IS DENIEDINegado 
You are he .. eby ORDERED TO REPAY BONNEVllLE COUNTY FOR TIlE COSTS OF THE PUB,LIe 
[)EFENDER $25 EVERY TWO WEEKS UP TO THE AMOUNT SET BY THE JUDGl: IN YOUR FINAL 
'\PPEARANCE. YOUR FIRST $25 PAYMENT IS DUE TWO WEEKS FROM THE DATE OF YOUR RELEASE 
!<ROM .JAIL OR, IF NOT HELD IN JAil., TWO WEEKS FROM TIllS DATE. 
Se ordena que paV ° do de Bonneville por cosots del Defensor de Oficio en fa cantidad de $25 cada dos semanas 
7us:a que page par c rpleto la c z ,idad-que-Ja ordenada por e/ Juez ~n su comparencia final. Se obligo que de su primer pa. 'go 
Ie $25 dos sem despues llbettad 0 SI 0 esta encarcelado serla enronees dos semanafj desde lafocha de hoy, 
JUDGElJu,z. . a / DATFJFecha ( D h 5..../ie1 J 05 
' P\ , (\4n1/{W 
IN THE DIS COURT OF THE SEVENTH DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVILLE COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) \ .. \ 
, , 
Plaintiff, 
) " ,;' (,,' ~ ) n\\t~~e N~: CR-2010-0016949-MD 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Rosemary Pearl Dycus 
300 Tendoy 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Defendant. 
DOB:  
DL or SSN:  ID 
Citation No: 130251 130251 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Rosemary Pearl Dycus, and it appearing to be a 
proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney be appointed through the: 
Bonneville County Public Defender's Office 
605 N. Capital 
Idaho Falls, Id 83402 
529-1350, ext. 11 05 
Public Defender for the County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of 
Idaho, is hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Rosemary Pearl Dycus, in all proceedings in the above 
entitled case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the 
cost of court appointed counsel. 
Date: October 25th, 2010 
Copies to: ~blic Defender 
[~Prosecuting Attorney 
Date: October 25th, 2010 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
/s/ Ralph S 
Judge 
Deputy Clerk 
006 
STATE OF IDAHO CASE NO. CR- /tJ -- / bc:?Vi/dD 
DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES 
NOTIFICATION OF PENALTIES FOR 
PRESENT AND SUBSEQUENT VIOLATIONS 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that if you plead guilty to or are found guilty of driving without privileges (DWP) 
the penalties will be as follows: 
A FIRST CONVICTION FOR DRIVING WITHOUT PRIVILEGES is a MISDEMEANOR and you: 
(a) Shall be sentenced to jail for at least two (2) days but not more than six (6) months; and 
(b) May be fined up to one thousand dollars ($1000.00); and 
(c) Shall have your driving privileges suspended for an additional six (6) months following the end of any 
period of suspension, disqualification or revocation existing at the time of the violation; you may 
request restricted driving privileges during the period of the suspension or disqualification, which the 
Court may allow if you show by a preponderance of the evidence that the driving privileges are 
necessary for your employment or for family health needs. 
A SECOND DWP VIOLATION within five (5) years, including withheld judgments, is a MISDEMEANOR and 
you: 
(a) Shall be sentenced to jail for at least twenty (20) days but not more than one (1) year; and 
(b) May be fined up to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00); and 
(c) Shall have your driving privileges suspended for an additional one (1) year following the end of any 
period of suspension, disqualification or revocation existing at the time of the second violation, during 
the first thirty (30) days of which time you shall have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind. 
A THIRD DWP VIOLATION or subsequent violation within five (5) years, including withheld judgments, is a 
MIDEMEANOR and you: 
(a) Shall be sentenced to jail for at least thirty (30) days but not more than one (1) year; and 
(b) May be fined up to three thousand dollars ($3,000.00); and 
(c) Shall have your driving privileges suspended for an additional two (2) years following the end of any 
period of suspension, disqualification or revocation existing at the time of the violation, during the first 
ninety (90) days of which time you shall have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind. 
Upon application to the Court by the defendant and proof of valid liability insurance or other proof of financial 
responsibility (as provided in Chapter 12, Title 49, Idaho Code), the Court may authorize a restricted driving 
permit. The acceptable terms for driving will be set by the Court. No driving outside the scope of the 
authorized stated use will be acceptable. In no event shall a person who is disqualified or whose driving 
privileges are suspended, revoked or canceled be granted restricted driving privileges to operate a 
commercial motor vehicle. 
I HAVE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT; I HAVE HAD IT EXPLAINED TO ME; AND I HAVE RECEIVED A 
COPY. ,/~'#~" 
4' Li 
Dated: ~~~~ __ ~~ ____ _ Defendant: _~~~~,..l.....;~~~~~~~+-----
087 
NOTI FiCATION OF PENALTIES - DWP 8/08 
TIMOTHY D. FRENCH 
Idaho State Bar No. 6047 
Office of the Public Defender 
Bonneville County 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 529-1350 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
ROSEMARY P. DYCUS, 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-I0-16949 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
ENTRY OF PLEA AND 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
TIMOTHY D. FRENCH, ofthe Bonneville County Public Defender's Office, hereby enters an 
appearance for and in behalf of defendant, ROSEMARY P. DYCUS, in the above referenced matter. 
The defendant enters a plea of not guilty and hereby requests all discovery required for production 
under Idaho Criminal Rule 16, including police reports, witness statements, defendant statements, 
video, audio, and all other investigative information pertaining to this case. 
Dated this a.17day of October, 2010 . 
. Ld~:d2S 
TIMOTHY D. F H 
Deputy Public Defender 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 1 
I I L oe8 
CERTI!1-~~E OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of October, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of 
the document described below on the party listed below, by mailing with the correct postage thereon, 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DOCUMENT: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
( x ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Mailing 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 2 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
MATT HAMIL TON 
Bonneville County Prosecutors Office 
Courthouse Box 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Legal Assistant to 
TIMOTHY D. FRENCH 
OC9 
SEVENTH JUDICIAL TATE OF IDAHO TRIAL CONFERENCE 
COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE ENTRY AND ORDER 
. l})( 
STATE v. Kosr Mt{~ E. Dycus CASE NO: ~ofl\. 
( ) 1. DEFENDANT fail~d to appear and a () DEFAULT JUDGMEN T () BENCH WARRANT is requested 
'" / and bond is forfeited 
~. ?EFENDANT requested a JURY TRIAL. () DEFENDANT SHALL APPEAR FOR COURT TRlAL 
as scheduled on at o'clock. 
( ) 3. DEFENDANT shall appear for a CHANGE OF PLEA on _______ at ___ o'c1ock. 
( ) 4. STATE/DEFENDANT requested a CONTINUANCE of the TRIAL. 
DEFENDANT and his/her attorney, if any, shall appear for a new PRE-TRIAL and comply with Idaho 
Criminal Rule 16, on at o'clock. 
( ) 5 DEFENDANT waives his/her right to a speedy trial. 
( ) 6. DEFENDANT pleads GUILTY ( ) AS CHARGED ( ) TO AMENDED CHARGES(S) per agreement on 
the following terms: 
() 7. RESTITUTION _______________________ _ 
( ) 8. STATE OFFERS AS A PLEA AGREEMENT: 
() 9. THE STATE DISMISSES THE CHARGE(S) FOR THE REASON THAT _______ _ 
()10. NOTES: __________________________ _ 
PRO 
Phone 529-1348 
DATED __ ~~~~-~~-------
DEFE 
Home Phone 
Work Phone 
----------------------
----------------------
IT IS SO ORDERED. JUDGE _________________ _ 010 .. 
TIMOTHY D. FRENCH 
Idaho State Bar No. 6047 
Office of the Public Defender 
Bonneville County 
605 N. Capital 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Telephone (209) 529-1350, Ext. 1105 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2010-16949-MD 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, Defendant in the above matter, by and 
through her attorney, Timothy D. French, Deputy Public Defender of the Bonneville 
County Public Defender's Office, and hereby moves the Court for an order to Suppress 
all evidence and statements obtained by officers on October 25, 2010 in regards to an 
unlawful search and seizure of her person. 
Specifically Mr. Rosemary Pearl Dycus asserts that her U.S. Constitutional Fourth 
Amendment rights, and her Article I, § 17 Idaho Constitutional against unreasonable 
search and seizure were violated. 
'1' '1 Dated this ~ day of JANUARY, 2110. .L)~-L?J 
TIMOTHYD. F 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __ day of JANUARY, 2011, I served a true and 
correct copy of the document described below on the party listed below, by mailing with the 
correct postage thereon, or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DOCUMENT: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Mailing 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
JAMES A. MURDOCK 
Bonneville County Prosecutors Office 
605N. Capital Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Legal Assistant to .-
TIMOTHY D. FRENCH 
COUH1 'X 
, .l---J\tlt. O 
MAGISTRATE CRIMINAL Lo~(rultJu#s\1 . (fl 
'3 \ ?" '3-
DATE: Monday, January 31, 2011 TIME: 01:30 PM 
County of Bonneville, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Magistrate Courtroom No. / 
1\'®\~N"O.: CR-2010-0016949-MD 
Digital Recording.: 1131120 IIi/Ill, 5/ /"1/tIlYc! 
Judge Penny Stanfortl presiding 
I Jury Non-Jury __ _ Hearing/Trial: _-=M~O:2T~IO~N~ _____________ _ 
PLAINTIFF 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Attomey: James A. Murdock 
J - Judge 
W - Witness 
DX - Direct Examination 
X - Cross Examination 
Index Case Proceedings 
Judge opened and called case: 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
DEFENDANT 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS 
Attorney: Timothy D French 
P - Plaintiff 
D - Defendant 
PA - Plaintiffs Attorney 
DA - Defendant's Attorney 
Deputy Clerk 
'" 013 
MAGISTRA TE CRIMINAL LOG MINUTES 
DATE: Wednesday, February 02, 2011 TIME: 03:00 PM CMlSEf1ijl~::'IcR2~0J3e)-$)a16949-MD 
County of Bonneville, Idaho Falls, Idaho Digital RecordiIffi:i 2!.~! 1 
Magistrate Courtroom No. _______ Judge _~A~~ 
Jury Non-Jury Hearing/Trial: _--"P~RE~T"-,,R=I::...A=L::.....:::.~ 
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
STATE OF IDAHO ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS 
Attorney: James A. Murdock Attorney: Timothy D French 
J - Judge P- Plaintiff 
W - Witness D - Defendant 
DX - Direct Examination P A - Plaintiff s Attorney 
X - Cross Examination DA - Defendant's Attorney 
Index Case Proceedings 
Judge opened and called case: 
/11 )r~ A \1'(-1/ o~ 6 ~L ckt --t\r\(tJ 
rh~\~\/~ ~ ~o v\:M'-S .. 
& -\-u 1~ \;j(2) () f) IC> 0 x--·A· 10 h 
Deputy Clerk 
CRIMINAL MINUTE LOG 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-1O-16949 
ORDER DENYING 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress having come up for hearing on the 31 st day of January, 2011, 
the Defendant being represented by her attorney of record, Timothy D. French, and the State being 
represented by James A. Murdock, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney; and, 
The court having heard argument, and being fully apprised and finding therein no good cause 
to suppress any evidence; 
ORDER 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that Defendant's Motio 
DATED: This t1 day of February 2011. 
- 1 -
toi$m~:!Ss be and is hereby denied. 
015 
NOTICE OF ENTRY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the Jl day ofF ebruary 2011, I served a true and correct copy 
ofthe foregoing document on the following parties by hand delivery or by placing the same in the 
mail with the correct postage affixed thereon. 
DOCUMENT SERVED 
PARTIES SERVED 
ORDER 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
James A. Murdock 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office 
Courthouse Box 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Timothy D. French 
Public Defender's Office 
Courthouse Box 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Clerk 
- 2 -
016 
MAGISTRATE CRIMINAL LOG MINUTES 
DATE: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 TIME: 03:00 PM II !lPE1~E :Nt&!?:6{J-201O-0016949-MD 
County of Bonneville, Idaho Falls, Idaho 
Magistrate Courtroom No. presiding 
Jury Non-Jury Hearing/Trial: _--"-!~~~~==-"'=~= _______ _ 
PLAINTIFF 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Attorney: City Prosecutor 
J - Judge 
W - Witness 
DX - Direct Examination 
X - Cross Examination 
Index Case Proceedings 
Judge opened and called case: 
CRIMINAL MINUTE LOG 
DEFENDANT 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS 
Attorney: Timothy D French 
P - Plaintiff 
D - Defendant 
P A - Plaintiff's Attorney 
DA - Defendant's Attorney 
Deputy Clerk 
017 
7 n II ~ PR I 8 PM 4: I 0 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICfAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR BONNEVIL~'r;~JffltiDjV7i 
'c (l F V II LEe 0 U N Y 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Rosemary Pearl Dycus 
300 Tendoy 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Defendant. 
MAGISTRATE DIVISIONJ~' .- 10- HO 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CR-2010-0016949-MD 
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL 
CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL 
--------------------------------) 
Charge(s): Driving Without Privileges JIS-SOOI Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use 137-
2734A(l) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED in the above entitled matter that: 
I. JURY TRIAL will commence on July 22,2011, at the hour of9:00 AM. 
2. Formal PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE will be held on Wednesday, July 06, 2011, at the hour of 03:00 
PM. COUNSEL FOR BOTH SIDES AND THE DEFENDANT MUST APPEAR IN PERSON. 
3. Discovery, including but not limited to reading police reports and reviewing video and audio tapes, 
must be completed prior to the time of the Pre-Trial Conference or SANCTIONS WILL BE IMPOSED. 
4. The parties shall meet at least 24 hours prior to the Pre-Trial Conference and have a good faith 
settlement conference wherein all relevant matters shall be discussed. Please note that per item number 3. above all 
discovery needs to be completed prior to the Pre-Trial Conference and, of necessity, it must be completed prior to the 
settlement conference. The parties will provide to the Court at the Pre-Trial Conference a brief statement signed by 
both sides indicating when the discussions took place and what questions remain at issue. Conclusory statements such 
as the parties met and could not agree are not acceptable. 
5. ALL MOTIONS must be filed and heard prior to the Pre-Trial Conference or the same will be 
deemed waived. 
6. Not later than 5:00 PM seven (7) days before trial, counsel for each side shall file with the court: 
a. A list of witnesses which that party expects to offer or call at trial. 
b. Any proposed jury instructions together with supporting authority. 
c. A descriptive list of exhibits proposed to be offered into evidence and indicate which items are 
stipulated. 
7. Not later than three (3) days prior to trial, counsel shall pre-file with the clerk of court all exhibits they 
intend to introduce at trial, except those for impeachment. Exhibits which are not appropriate for pre-filing such as 
contraband, weapons, etc., shall be represented by a photo or document indicating what the proposed exhibit is. 
8. The original documents shall be filed with the court and any electronic, print or facsimile copy shall be 
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL 
doc22ptc·jt Clark ' .. 018 
sent to chambers in Salmon, Idaho. 
9. It is anticipated counsel should have been able to ascertain through discovery prior to trial whether the 
matter will proceed or whether it may be settled. 
10. Sanctions will be imposed for violations of this Order. 
11. Counsel shall meet with the court thirty (30) minutes prior to scheduled trial time to discuss any issues 
which could not have been resolved earlier. 
12. If a plea agreement is reached before the Pre-Trial Conference, the parties will appear for change of 
plea at the time and date set above for the Pre-Trial Conference. If a plea agreement is reached after the Pre-Trial 
Conference, the parties will appear for change of plea at the time and date set above for Jury Trial. 
13. ALTERNATE JUDGES: Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to this case intends 
to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is also given that if there are multiple parties, any Disqualification 
pursuant to I.C.R. 25(b) & (c) is subject to a prior determination under I.C.R. 25( c). The panel of alternate judges 
consists of the following judges who have otherwise not been disqualified in this action: Brower, Kennedy, Luke, 
Meyers, Moss, Savage, St.Clair, Stanford, Walker and Woodland, 
SO ORDERED this 11th day of April, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that on the April 11,2011 day of April 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document on the persons listed below by mailing, with the correct postage thereon, by facsimile, or by causing the 
same to be hand delivered. 
Defendant o Courthouse Box ff'us Mail 
Rosemary Pearl Dycus 
300 Tendoy o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Defense Attorney I2rCourthouse Box DUSMail 
Timothy D French 
605 N. Capital Avenue o FAX o Hand Delivery 
Idaho Falls ID 83402 
Prosecuting Attorney ..efCourthouse Box D US Mail 
City Prosecutor 
Bonneville County Prosecutors Office o FAX D Hand Delivery 
Tina Boulware, Deputy Clerk 
ORDER SETTING PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND JURY TRIAL 
doc22ptc-jt Clark 019 2 
MAGISTRATE CRIMINAL LOG MINUTES 
I I 1\ It - 1 Pie1 3: 23 
DATE: Wednesday, July 06, 2011 TIME: 03:00 PM I \ ~!e - CASE NO.: CR-2010-0016949-MD 
County of Bonneville, Idaho Falls, Idaho Dd~~t~; ~~:lPf~iJW,'f(R'7(i""p,-,=2=0",-,11,---------
Magistrate Courtroom No. _______ ~J!J,~4g@l..r rnSteplien J. Clark presiding 
Jury Non-Jury Hearing/Trial: PREfPRItACL CONFERENCE 
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
STA TE OF IDAHO ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS 
Attorney: City Prosecutor Attorney: Timothy D French 
J - Judge P - Plaintiff 
W - Witness D - Defendant 
DX - Direct Examination PA - Plaintiff's Attorney 
X - Cross Examination DA - Defendant's Attorney 
Index Case Proceedings 
Judge opened and called case: 
aC£v h\Q,l.e. 
~\2~'-"' . \-v \ Q.O(Aj~ ..} I v=>LLi;vf- c~ & \/\/\ .~\-<" J 
}v\,v. h'L\'\CA I v Ctt\.-h +0 V--e.- ';,fL 'l'v-.L n'cl~ -\-0 ({Phi J . 
'-.J I 
t·Op -- ?(!tt{u (jJ ,-:X>n'-.-
./d l • l 
/~ 
~y ./ 
Deputy Clerk 
020 
CRIMINAL MINUTE LOG 
7th JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STA IDAHO, COUNTY OF BO 
MISDEMEANOR MINUTE ENTRY/LOG/ORDERIJUDGMENT 
ST ATE v. Rosemary Pearl Dycus D.L.#:  
ADDRESS: 300 Tendoy Idaho Falls ID 83402 
DOB: CASE NO. : CR-2010-0016949-MD 
"'~ i! ~ t'l" , '''' JU,c;.,D,: G,r."E, .•. _ ,:: Stephen;}&lam \\ Digital Recording: 8/4/2011 DATE: 8/412011 Ll'nteupceter. '::!l\'_Ll"',,-' ~':...':-"""";i--___ ""~=:!L.lP£-L.::.:"';?-i--__ 
Defense Attorney: _____________ _ 
DEFENDANT having been charged with the following: 
COUNT 1: Driving Without Privileges AMENDED: _________ DISMISSED: 
COUNT 2: Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use AMENDED: DISMISSED: 
DEFENDANT: _Appeared _Failed to appear Send notice Warrant/Bond Forfeiture Ordered Bond: $ ________ _ 
_ Advised of rights, penalties. & charges _ Waived reading of Complaint _Read Complaint .... Jpggo/- _________ _ 
_ Requested P.D. Granted Denied _Will retain counsel ~ntinued to ffj/~/Il I.' ;3.:)~ 
Waived counsel _ Waived jury trial _Ordered: No Contact with Victim(s) _}?o Contact Order DIsmIssed 
PLEA: GUILTY to Counts NOT GUILTY to Counts _JURY TRIAL REQUESTED 
Advised of Bond ORDERED RELEASED O.R. TO PRETRIAL SERVICES 
ORDERED: Pretrial Conference on ______________ _ Court Trial on ______________ _ 
PLEA CHANGED: GUILTY to DATE _______________________________ _ 
JUDGMENT: GUILTY Counts NOT GUILTY Counts _WITHHELD JUDGMENT after successful probation 
_ORDERED ALCOHOL/DRUG EVALUATION (DEFENDANT shall contact an approved evaluator within 48 hours) Waived PSI 
_ORDERED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION (Defendant shall contact Family Court Services, 529-1350, x 1112 within 48 hrs) 
SENTENCINGDATE _________________________________ _ 
LICENSE(S): _ORDERED Defendant's License Suspended Effective: _Driver's _Temporary _Hunting _Fishing 
Months __ Years Count(s) _Consecutive _Concurrent _Concurrent with admin. license suspension 
Reinstatement of driving privileges must be completed before you can drive! Apply to: Driver's Services, P.O. Box 7129, Boise, ID 83707-1129 Tel: 334-8735 
FINES: _ORDERED DEFENDANT PA Y TO THE CLERK: ($2 charge per installment payment) 
Count 1: Suspends Plus Court Costs Court Costs as set by Idaho Statute 
Count 2: Suspends $ Plus Court Costs 
Count 3: Suspends Plus Court Costs 
Count 4: Suspends $ Plus Court Costs 
_________ for costs of Public Defender _Pay $ for costs of Prosecution (ICR 33 
_Bond Conversion Ordered to Pay Fines/Costs 
JAIL: ORDERED DEFENDANT TO BE INCARCERATED: 
Count 1: _______ days Suspends, _______ days DOC _______ days SERVE. _______ days 
Count 2: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE days 
Count 3: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE days 
Count 4: days Suspends days DOC days SERVE days 
_Credit for time served ___ days Consecutive _Concurrent Credit for fines Work Release/Detail: 529-1315 x315 
_Report to jail not later than: ___________________________________ _ 
xxWORK RELEASEIWORK DETAIL IF APPROVED BY JAIL STAFF WORK RELEASEIWORK DETAIL DENIED 
_LANDFILL COMMUNITY SERVICE Serve __ hours xxPay advance CSI Fund fee xxCa1l604-5679 Complete 
PROBATION: ORDERED IYr 2 Yrs 6 months Informal: Pay $50 one timc 
PAYMENT: 
_ Supervised: Pay $50/month supervision costs to County Probation Report immediately to Probation, 254 'E' Street, IF, ID 524-7914 
xxSupervised Probation Intakc Screening Fee: Pay $50 one time 
_Full compliance with Alcohol/Drug Evaluation/Complete education treatment & pay costs per Probation Officer (P.O.) 
_Full compliance with Domestic Violence Evaluation/Complete counseling/classes and pay costs _Theft Prevention Class: Pay $65 
_Not consume alcohol or illegal drugs and not go to bars or establishments where alcohol is the primary source of income 
xx Pay all fines, restitution, reimbursements & costs xxRefuse no alcohol or drug test or search of person, property & vehicle 
_Referred to D u .0. will determine eligibility) _Not operate a motor vehicle after consuming alcohol/drugs 
xxNotify Court & P.O' writing of any address/telephone change xxObey all laws & rules ofP,O. and Commit no crimes 
Oth~-----~~--------------------------------------------------------------
ent Agreement: ________________________________ -:--__ 
en Cost: $35 one time (if fines not paid at time of sentencing, and/or defendant not ordered to Supervised Probation) 
e ingOrdered: ___________________________ ~----,,-----
JUDGE, ______ ~~~~~-----------------------------------DATE~(14~~V~~~'~if~/~i~/~2 __ o'_'_· 
DEFENDANT hereby DATE, __________ _ 
Hand Delivered/Mailed unsel ______________________ DA TE, __________ _ 
/Vo ~,~ 021 
Timothy D. French 
Idaho State Bar No. 6047 
Office of the Public Defender 
Bonneville County 
605 N. Capital A venue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 529-l350 ext. 1105 
ZUII 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff: 
v. 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------------------- ) 
Case No. CR-IO-16949 
STIPULATION AND 
PLEA AGREEMENT 1l(a)(2) 
COMES NOW the State of Idaho by and through the Prosecuting Attorney, Paul Rogers, 
of the Bonneville County Prosecutors Office, and the above-named Defendant, Rosemary Pearl 
Dycus, individually and by and through her attorney of record, Timothy D. French, and hereby 
enter into the following Stipulation and Conditional plea agreement pursuant to Idaho Criminal 
Rule 11 (a)(2): 
1. The Defendant, Rosemary Pearl Dycus, agrees to Conditionally plead guilty to a 
charge of Driving Without Privileges, a violation ofI.C. § 18-8001, OR Possession of 
Paraphernalia, a violation of I.C. § 37-2734A(l), the State of Idaho, in consideration 
of Defendant's plea, will dismiss the remaining count; 
2. That the Defendant shall have the right to appeal the prior denial of her motion to 
suppress; 
3. Should her appeal be successful, she will be allowed to withdraw her plea of guilty, 
and the case may be dismissed, or any other relief may be granted as appropriate; 
4. The State and Defense are free to argue underlying sentence, but agree that that such 
jail, or probation shall be suspended during the pendency of any appeal, pursuant to 
PLEA AGREEMENT - 1 
022 
CONSENT OF DEFENDANT 
OF ENTRY OF PLEA OF GUILTY 
COMES NOW, ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, and acknowledges as follows: 
1. She has been advised and understands the following: 
a. The plea of guilty is voluntarily given. 
b. She understands the consequences of her plea and is aware of the possible 
punishment. 
c. By pleading guilty she Waives his right against compulsory self-
incrimination, her right to trial by jury and her right to confront witnesses 
against her. 
d. She is aware of the nature of the charges against her. 
e. No promises have been made to her except as stated in this document and 
no one has forced her to sign the Consent. 
PLEA AGREEMENT - 3 
023 
I.C.R.38(b); 
5. That the Court shall impose a fine, that may be suspended during the pendency of any 
appeal, pursuant to LC.R. 38(c); and, 
6. In the event the Court refuses to go along with the agreement, the Defendant has the 
right to withdraw said plea, and proceed to trial on the above titled and captioned 
matter. 
DATED this '"\.1"} day of~, 2011. 
Timothy D. French 
...u, t~ 
DATED this 1!-dayof~20Il. ~t2{¥ Penny North hall 
tf:,~Pf&6 RSel11ary yells ~ DATED this a day of ~, 2011. 
PLEA AGREEMENT - 2 024 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I am a licel sed attorney for the State of Idaho, with my office 
in Idaho Falls, and that on the ~ ®y 0 ,011, I served a true and correct copy of the 
document described below on the party listed b low, by mailing with the correct postage thereon, 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DOCUMENT: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
( x ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Mailing 
PLEA AGREEMENT - 4 
PLEA AGREEMENT 11(a)(2) 
Penny north Shaul 
Bonneville County Prosecuting Attorney 
Courthouse Box 
Tin~ 
Attorney for Defendant 
025 
,7th JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STA 1DAHO, COUNTY OF BONNEV 
MISDEMEANOR MINUTE ENTRY/LOG/ORDERIJUDGMENT 
STA TE v. RQseID.aJ:~~s--_ ......... 
ADDRESS" Idaho Falls ID 83402 7HAI U~.)G8' /1188/2011--")' i 
Digital Reco . ",: 'D ,'I I:.. 
C I 0 12-0\1'\ +\-vv-\I"\((~ t>oB \ f 1 Defense 
DEFENDANT having been charged with the following: V\Q ~L--\I\I' l 
COUNT I: Driving Without Privileges AMENDED;' 
COUNT 2: Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use AMENDED: 
DEFENDANT: /Appcared _Failed to appear Send notice WarrantiBond Forfeiture Ordered Bond: 
_Advised of rights. penalties. & charges _ Waived reading of Complaint _ Read Complaint Judge: 
_Requested P.D, Granted Denicd Will retain counsel Continued to 
Waived counsel _Waived jury trial Ordered: No Contact II ith Victim(s) 
PLEA: GUILTY to Counts NOT GUILTY to Counts ____ _ 
Advised of Bond ORDERED RELEASED O.H.. 
ORDERED: Pretrial Conference on _______________ _ Court Trial on ------'--c--------------
PLEA CHANGED: LGUILTY to Counts ____ --"&'---_______ _ 
JUDGMENT: GUILTY Counts NOT GUILTY Counts WITHHELD .JUDG\IE;\T after "ucce~;;ful 
_ORDERED ALCOHOL/DRUG EVALlJATION (DEFENDANT shall contact an approved evaluator within .+8 hours) Wai .cd ?Sl 
_ORDERED DOMESTIC VIOLENCE EVALUATION (Defendant shall contact Family Court Services. 529-1350. x 1112 .Iithin 4B h:,,) 
SENTENCINGDATE __________________________________________________ __ 
• LlCENSE(S): _ORDERED Defendant's License Suspended Effective: _Driver's _Temporary 
Months __ Years _Consecutive _Concurrcnt Concurrent with admin. license 
Reinstatement of driving privileges must be completed before you can drive! Apply to: Driver's Services. P.O. Box 7129. Boise. lD 83707··]129 'Ie!: 33·~-8735 
FINES: / ORDERED DEFENDANT PA Y TO THE CLERK: ($2 charge per installment payment) 
Count:;l. '$ jOe a Suspends $ :rOO (Plus Court C~ COllrt Costs as set by Idaho Statuit 
Count.1 $ Suspends $ Plus Court Costs 
Count 3: $ Suspends Plus Court Costs 
Count 4: $ Suspends $ Plus Court Costs 
~ ___ -'--"'-=-____ for costs of Public Defender _Pay for costs of 
Bond Conversion Ordered to Fill('s/C(:sts 
JAIL: /ORDERED DEFENDANT TO BE INCARCERATED: 
Count I: days Sus pends ___ =---,:-__ d ays 
Count 2: 3 (pC;;: days Suspends 6ie'? ;r. days DOC _____ _ 
Count 3: days Suspends days 
Count 4: days Suspends days 
./Credit for time served ~ days _Consecutive _Concurrent Credit lor fines 
_Report to jail not later than: ________________________________ _ 
xxWORK RELEASE/WORK DETAIL IF APPROVED BY JAIL STAFF WORK RELEASE/VVORK OET AIL 
_LANDFILL C;OMMUNITY SERVICE Servc hours xxPay advance CSI Fund jee xxCaI1604-567,) b., ______ . 
PROBA TION: /ORDERED I Yr A Yrs 6 months /informal: $50 ,)!le lime 
_Supervised: Pay $50/month supervision costs to County Probation Report immediately to Probation, 254 'E' Street, 52-4-7:;) 
xxSupervised Probation Intake Screening Fcc: Pay $50 one time 
_Full compliance with AlcohollDrug Evaluation/Complete education trcatment & pay costs per Probation Ofncer (P.O.) 
_Full compliance with Domestic Violence Evaluation/Complcte counseling/classes and pay costs _Theft Preycntioll Cla~s: 56:5 
_Not consume alcohol or illegal drugs and not go to bars or establishments where alcohol is the primary source of irlCCillie 
xxPay all fines. restitution. reimbursements & costs xxRefuse no alcohol or drug test or s'carch or 1'<.:['SOI1. property &, \eh',:k 
_Referred to Drug Court (P.O. will determine eligibility) _Not operate a motor vehicle after alcuiJu! 
xxNotify Court & P.O. in writing of any addressitelephone change xxObey all laws & rulcs of P.O. and Commit no crimc., 
Other __________ -c::;;----r ____ +--,-,--__ ~-_:_------'l--------
PAYMENT: /Deferred Payment Agreement: _..i.L~'-.LI.I~--I-.I.L!--t-W'-U~~-..:Q¥l4<C~.d.-----.::.=~"'-"'-'-"-V-------------"--
xx Deferred Payment Cost: $35 olle time (if tines not paid at tim Prc\l;:lli0n) 
_Sh0'X ~ aring Ordered: _____________________________ _ 
JUDGE ___ ~~~~~~~/~~7·~-------------------------~_// 
DEFENDAN1"1lereby ag~ s to conditions of probation ___________________ DATE ___ _ 
Hand Delivered/Mailed to Defendant/Counsel _______________________ ~' 
'" 
026 
Timothy D. French 
Idaho State Bar No. 6047 
Office of the Public Defender 
605 N. Capital Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
208-529-1350 ext. 1105 
2D 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND Ii'OR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plainti ff/Respondent, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, ) 
) 
Defendant/Appellant. ) 
Case No. CR-IO-I6949 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO AND ITS ATTORNEY, 
THE BONNEVILLE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE NAMED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
1. The above named Defendant/Appellant, Rosemary Dycus, appeals against the above 
named Plaintiff/Respondent to the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, State ofldaho, 
the order from the Magistrate Division entered in the above action on the 4th day of February, 
2011, the Honorable Penny Stanford, Magistrate Judge, presiding. 
2. The Defendant/Appellant has the right to appeal to the District Court the Judgements and 
Orders described in paragraph 1 above because they appear to be appealable orders pursuant to 
Rule 54.1 (b) of the Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure. 
3. The Defenant/Appellant requests that the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript 
and clerk's record, as defined in Rule 25, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
4. I certify: 
(a) That the Petitioner/Appellant is exempt fro111 paying the estimated transcript fee because 
she has previously been determined to be indigent and has been represented at all stages ofthcse 
proceedings by the Bonneville Public Defender's Office in the Seventh Judicial District ofthe 
State ofldaho, County of Bonneville. 
(b) That the Petitioner/Appellant is exempt from paying any estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because she is indigent and has been represented by the Public Defender's Office at 
all stages of these proceedings. 
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(c) That the Petitioner! Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because she 
is indigent and has been represented by the Public Defender's Office at all stages of these 
proceedings. 
(d) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served, pursuant to Rule 20 of 
the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
de.... 
DATED this £t:1 day of August 2011. 
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Deputy Public Defender 
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1 HEREBY CERTIFY that I;?m a licensed attomey for the State ofIdaho, with my otTice 
in Idaho Falls, and that on the a4 day of August 2011, I served a true and correct copy of the 
document described below on the party listed below, by mailing with the correct postage thereon, 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Bonneville County Prosecutor 
Prosecutor's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Seventh District Judge 
Judge's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Honorable Judge Stanford 
Judge's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Rosemary P. Dycus 
c/o Ron Homed: 
P.O. Box 187 
Hingham, MT 59528 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff/Respondent, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
ROSEMAR Y PEARL DYCUS, ) 
) 
Defendant/Appellant. ) 
Case No. CR-IO-16949 
APPELLANT'S BRIEF IN 
SUPPORT OF APPEAL 
COMES NOW, ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, Appellant, individually and by and 
through TIMOTHY D. FRENC1:-I, Deputy Public Defender, and files this Brief in Support of 
Appeal. 
1. 
FACTS 
On October 25,2010, Officer Dustin Cook of the Idaho Falls Police Department saw 
Rosemary Dycus enter a Common Cents convenience store. Transcript, Motion to Suppress 
Hearing, January 31, 2011, p. 6. Although initially contradictory, the officer ultimately clarified 
that he did not conduct a formal traffic stop of Ms. Dycus's vehicle, although he had information 
that she was driving without privileges. Id. at p. 6, 7, and l3. He began observing the entrance 
waiting for Ms. Dycus and other officers arrived at the scene. Id. at 7. The officer determined 
that she had entered the restroom, but found that the door was locked by its occupant. Id. at 10. 
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After knocking and announcing his presence, Ms. Dycus asked him to "wait a minute" as she 
flushed the toilet. Id. at 11. However, the impatient officer decided to get the restroom key from 
the store clerk and force his way into the restroom. Id. at 12. Inside the restroom, he found Ms. 
Dycus, who was still getting dressed, as well as her jacket on the floor. Id. at 12-13. He 
searched the jacket and found a marijuana pipe. Id. at 13. At no point during these events did 
Officer Cook apply for a warrant. See id. Ms. Dycus was ultimately charged with Paraphanalia, 
as well as Driving Without Privileges (DWP). 
II. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
While the reviewing court defers to the factual findings of the trial court unless they are 
clearly erroneous, it does exercise de novo review of whether the constitutional requirements 
were satisfied in light of those t~lctS. State v. Heinen, 114 Idaho 656, 658 (Ct. App. 1988). 
III. 
ARGUMENT 
THE OFFICER UNREASONABLY AND WARRANTLESSLY SEARCHED AN 
AREA WHERE MS. DYCUS HAD A LEGITIMATE EXPECTATION OF 
PRIVACY 
Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution, as well as the Fourth Amendment of the 
United States Constitution, protect citizens against unreasonable searches and seizures. These 
protection apply to people, not places. State v. Limberhand, 117 Idaho 456, 459-60 (Ct. App. 
1990); Katz v. u.s., 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967). A warrantless search is presumed to be 
unreasonable. State v. Curl, 125 Idaho 224, 225 (Idaho 1993); Mincey v. Arizona, 437 U.S. 385, 
390 (1978). 
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a. Ms. Dycus had a legitimate expectation of privacy in the restroom. 
The protections against unreasonable and walTantless searches applies to all areas in 
which a person manifests a subjective expectation of privacy that society would objectively view 
as reasonable. State v. Thompson, 114 Idaho 746, 749 (Idaho 19880); Katz, 389 U.S. at 361 
(Harlan, 1. concurring). If a person manifests a subjective expectation of privacy in a public 
restroom, society would objectively recognize it as reasonable. Lirnberhand, 117 Idaho at 460. 
Therefore, the only question remaining is whether Ms. Dycus manifested a subjective 
expectation of privacy in the public restroom. 
To determine if a subjective expectation of privacy has manifested, the court examines 
"the citizen's efforts to protect his own privacy from observation by the general public, taking 
into account norms of social conduct and the nature of the premises." State v. Morris, 131 Idaho 
562,565 (Ct. App. 1998). For example, a person who knowingly exposes an area to the public 
cannot also manifest a subjective expectation of privacy in that area. State v. Delacerda, 135 
Idaho 903, 904 (Ct. App. 2001); Katz, 389 U.S. at 35l. 
A person can manifest a subjective expectation of privacy in a public restroom. 
Limberhand, 117 Idaho at 459. In that case, the fact that the person kept the door closed while 
he was inside the public stall and that all observable indicators (i.e. the position of his feet 
viewable under the stall door) suggested normal use of the stall revealed his subjective 
expectation of privacy. Jd. He did this to prevent the public from viewing his activities in the 
stall and "was utilizing the features of the stall to prevent exposure." ld. No actions revealed in 
the record revealed any intent inconsistent with that expectation. Jd. Therefore, the court 
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concluded, Mr. Limberhand had manifested a subjective expectation of privacy in the public 
restroom stall. ld. 
The court also noted that the subjective expectation does not hinge on the design of the 
restroom or stall. ld. This is because Article I, Section 17 and the Fourth Amendment protect 
people, not places, from unreasonable intrusions. !d. at 459-60; Katz, 389 U.S. at 351. While an 
area may be accessible to the public at other times, it may be put to a private use at any given 
moment, and during the period when it is being used privately, the person using the are may 
reasonably expect freedom from intrusions. Katz, 389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, 1. concurring) 
(discussing the Court's holding that a public telephone booth constitutes a private area when a 
person enters it to make a call and uses the features of the booth to prevent the public from 
overhearing his conversation). 
That same rationale applies to public restrooms. Limberhand, 117 Idaho at 460. 
Therefore, when a person locks themselves in a public restroom or stall, they are manifesting a 
subjective expectation of privacy. See id.; see also Delacerda, 135 Idaho at 905. In Delacerda, 
the complete absence of any provisions for privacy in the layout of the public restroom (i.e. no 
stalls, dividers, or barriers between the multiple toilets, or most importantly, locks on the door), 
there cannot be a subjective expectation of privacy. 135 Idaho at 905. The "visual openness of 
the restroom interior, and the lack of any lock to exclude others with the restroom was in use" 
meant that any activity undertaken in the restroom was knowingly exposed to the public. ld., 
emphasis added. This is because all activities, even the traditional and proper uses, may be 
observed by any person also using the restroom or who walks into the restroom. !d. Officers 
are allowed to observe what a reasonably respectful person would observe from a legitimate 
vantage point without a warrant. State v. Clark, 124 Idaho 308, 313 (Ct. App. 1993). Therefore, 
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there was no unreasonable search in Delacerda. 135 Idaho at 906. However, when the features 
of the facility are employed to prevent others from observing activities in a public restroom (i.e. 
by using a lock on the door), an invasion by officers is unreasonable, beyond the scope of what a 
reasonably respectful person would be able to observe, and thus, violate Article I, Section 17 and 
the Fourth Amendment. Limberhand, 117 Idaho at 460-61. 
The fact that Ms. Dycus used the features of the restroom to prevent entry by the public 
by employing the lock, she manifested a subjective expectation of privacy. See Transcript at 10; 
contrast with Delacera, 135 Idaho 905-06. Furthermore, there was no evidence in the record 
suggesting that it was a multi-toilet restroom without any privacy screens. Contrast with 
Delacera, 135 Idaho 905-06. Rather, all that the officer testified to was that it was a un i-gender 
restroom with a storage closet inside. See Transcript at 14-15. The fact that it was uni-gender 
suggests that it was a single-person restroom so that a man and a woman would not be subjected 
to sharing the same private space while using the restroom. 
The rest of the officer's observations also support a finding of a subjective expectation of 
privacy. All the officer's observations from his legitimate vantage point outside the door are 
consistent with the proper use of the restroom. See Transcript at 11-12; cornpare with 
Limberhand, 117 Idaho at 459. When Ms. Dycus entered the restroom, she locked the door. 
Transcript at 10. When someone knocked on the door, she asked them to wait a moment while 
she finished using the restroom and prepared herself to leave. ld. at 11-12. The magistrate found 
that the facts showed no indication of improper use of the facilities. ld. at 22. As it is not clearly 
erroneous, this finding is binding on the reviewing court. See Heinen, 114 Idaho at 658. 
The protections of Article I, Section 17 and the Fourth Amendment also do not hinge on 
the purpose of the invasion. See id. The magistrate held that because the entry was unrelated to 
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the criminal act the officer was investigating (DWP), no expectation of privacy could exist. 
Transcript at 22. In fact, she recognized that nothing in the record indicated any improper use of 
the restroom at all. Jd. Officers cannot even establish reasonable suspicion based only on their 
speculations of wrongdoing, much less establish the probable cause necessary to obtain a warrant 
orjustify a warrantless search. See State v. Deen, 131 Idaho 435,436 (Idaho 1998). The fact 
that the officer was investigating a DWP is irrelevant, lest the protections of Article I, Section 17 
and the Fourth Amendment become meaningless. Such a perspective would allow an officer to 
invade any area, including the sanctity of the home, without a warrant, so long as they claim to 
be investigating a minor infraction or misdemeanor (i.e. noise disturbance) and then prosecute 
for any crime for which evidence happens to be uncovered during the warrantless search. This 
approach, as taken by the magistrate, does not conform with established search and seizure case 
law. Rather, the only relevant inquiries are: 1) whether the person manifested a subjective 
expectation of privacy that society would objectively recognize as reasonable; and 2) if so, 
whether the presumption of invalidity is overcome by an applicable exception. See Thompson, 
114 Idaho at 749; see also Curl, 125 Idaho at 225. 
As to the first relevant inquiry, Ms. Dycus did manifest a subjective expectation of 
privacy that society would objectively recognize as reasonable. See Limberhand, 117 Idaho at 
459-60. The officer entered that protected area without a warrant. See generally Transcript. He 
looked through the jacket that was in the protected space, which constitutes a search. See 
Limberlzand, 117 Idaho at 460 (holding that any invasion of the privacy interest, even if it is only 
visual, constitutes a search for constitutional purposes). Therefore, the search is presumed to be 
unreasonable unless there is an applicable exception to the warrant requirement. Curl, 125 Idaho 
at 225; Mincey, 437 U.S. at 390. None of the exceptions apply in this case. Therefore, the 
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evidence found during the search must be suppressed. State v. Brauch, 133 Idaho 215, 219 
(Idaho 1999); State v. Fancher, 145 Idaho 832, 840 eCt. App. 2008). 
IV 
CONCLUSION 
Because Ms. Dycus manifested a subjective expectation of privacy in the public restroom 
and because society would objectively recognize that expectation as reasonable, Ms. Dycus had a 
legitimate expectation of privacy in the restroom, and the warrantless search of that area is 
presumed to be unreasonable. No exceptions validate the search and prevent the evidence's 
suppression. Therefore, this Court should overturn the magistrate's decision and remand this 
case for further proceedings. 
,1<. 
DATED this ~ day of September, 2011. 
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TIMOTHY D. FRENCH 
Deputy Public Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that \ am a licensed attorney for the State ofIdaho, with my ofTice 
in Idaho Falls, and that on the 1? day of September 2011, I served a true and COrTect copy of 
the document described below on the party listed below, by mailing with the COrTect postage 
thereon, or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Bonneville County Prosecutor 
Prosecutor's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Seventh District Judge 
Judge's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Honorable Judge Stanford 
Judge's In-Box 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Rosemary P. Dycus 
c/o Ron Horneck 
P.O. Box 187 
Hingham, MT 59528 
TI~'~~£! 
Deputy Public Defender 
[x] Hand Deliver 
[] First Class Mail 
[] Certified Mail 
[] Facsimilie 
[x] Hand Deliver 
[] First Class Mail 
[] Certified Mail 
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[x] Hand Deliver 
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[] Hand Deliver 
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BRUCE PICKETT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Paul Rogers 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Phone (208) 529-1350 x 1348 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
v. 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
CASE NO. CR-2010-16949 
PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT'S 
REPLY BRIEF 
The State of Idaho, by and through its representative, Paul Rogers, Bonneville County 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, files this Brief in Opposition of Appeal. 
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On January 31,2011, this matter came before the Honorable Penny J. Stanford for the 
hearing on the Motion to Suppress. Mr. James Murdock of the Bonneville County Prosecution 
Office represented the State of Idaho. Dycus was represented by Mr. Timothy French of the 
Bonneville County Public Defender's Office. 
At the hearing the Court heard the testimony of Officer Dustin Cook through counsel 
questioning. The Court ultimately held that the officer properly arrested Appellant for driving 
without privileges and after the arrest found the paraphernalia on the Appellant. The Court held 
that the arrest and the finding of the paraphernalia did not relate to the entry into the bathroom. 
II. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
I, AL 
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1. Whether the inevitable discovery doctrine applies to an initial violation of Idaho Code 
§ 18-8001, Driving Without Privileges. 
III. LAW 
"The inevitable discovery doctrine applies when a preponderance of the evidence 
demonstrates that the infonnation would have inevitably been discovered by lawful methods. 
State v. Gibson, 141 Idaho 277, 286, 108 P.3d 424,433 (Ct.App. 2005); Citing Nix v. Williams, 
467 U.S. 431, 104 S.Ct. 2501 (1984). An officer may arrest a person for committing a 
misdemeanor in his or her presence. Idaho Code § 19-603(1). Gibson. "This general arrest 
authority is modified, however, with respect to misdemeanor violations of Title 49 of the Idaho 
Code, which regulates motor vehicles and their operation." State v. Foldesi, 131 Idaho 778, 781-
782,963 P.2d 1215, 1218-19 (Ct.App. 1998) "[F]or misdemeanor traffic violations, an officer 
must issue a citation rather than make an arrest unless there exist circumstances under which an 
arrest is specifically required or pennitted under Title 49." Id. The charge of Driving Without 
Privileges is cited under Idaho Code § 18-8001 and not part of Title 49. A violation of this code 
is punishable with mandatory jail time. I.e. § 18-8001 (3)(a). 
IV. DISCUSSION 
In Gibson, the Court pointed out an alternative theory the district court used for denying 
the Motion to Suppress. The district court ruled that the inevitable discovery doctrine was 
applicable as an exception to the exclusionary rule and the district court then denied the motion. 
The Court of Appeals reversed the district court's reasoning, stating that it was not proven by a 
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant's arrest on the basis of a traffic violation was 
inevitable. The decision of the lower court in Gibson concluded that the defendant could have 
been arrested under I.C. title 49, and therefore the inevitable discovery doctrine applies. The 
0:9 
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Court of Appeals reversed this ruling, reling on State v. Foldesi, in doing so. Foldesi states that 
whenever a person is stopped by an officer for any misdemeanor violation under Title 49 and is 
not required to be taken before a magistrate, then the person "shall" be issued a traffic citation 
rather than being arrested. Id. As such, the Court of Appeals held that the inevitable discovery 
doctrine was not applicable to the case, resulting in a suppression of the evidence. 
In Foldesi the defendant had an expired driver's license and the officer arrested him 
pursuant to the violation I.C. § 49-301. The Court held that under the statute I.C. § 49-1407 that 
the officer's ability to arrest a person under Title 49 when the criteria of 49-1407 is me, resulting 
in the officer being limited to issuing the defendant a citation only. The Court ultimately vacated 
the conviction and reversed the order denying the motion to suppress. 
In the current case before this Court, the circumstances flow along these lines, however, 
the facts of this case demonstrate that Appellant would have been arrested and therefore the 
inevitable discovery doctrine applies. Appellant was witnessed by the officer driving her car on 
Elm Street. The officer had dispatch run the status and license plate and learned that Appellant 
was suspended. A person driving with a suspended license violates 18-8001 of the Idaho Code. 
A conviction under this statute results in mandatory jail time, 2 days for a first time violation, 20 
days for a second violation and 30 days for a third violation. Driving without privileges is found 
under Title 18 of the Idaho Code. Therefore, this case is distinguished from Gibson and Foldesi 
in that any argument that only a citation should have been issued for violating a traffic provision 
pursuant to Title 49 does not apply. 
As such, the officer correctly arrested the Appellant. Pursuant to the lawful arrest, the 
evidence put on at the hearing and the evidence that stands before the Court demonstrates that by 
a preponderance ofthe evidence that the paraphernalia would have inevitably been discovered. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
The officer used lawful methods in arresting the Appellant pursuant to her violation of 
Idaho Code § 18-8001. The evidence shows by a preponderance of the evidence the 
paraphernalia would have been discovered due to the lawful arrest. The inevitable discovery 
doctrine applies and because of the lawful arrest any argument concerning the entry into the 
restroom becomes moot. The magistrate court properly denied the Motion to Suppress. 
DATED this 25th day of October, 2011. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the '25 day of October 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by causing it to be hand delivered or by placing it in the mail 
with the correct postage affixed thereon to the parties listed below: 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
PARTIES SERVED: 
RESPONDENT'S REPLY BRIEF 
RESPONDANT'S REPLY BRIEF 
Timothy French 
Public Defenders Office 
Courthouse Box 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Legal Assistant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Case No. CR-10-16949 
-vs 
MINUTE ENTRY 
ROSEMARY P. DYCUS, 
Defendant. 
On December 6, 2011, oral argument on appeal came on for 
hearing before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, 
sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Ms. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. 
Mr. Brian Rogers appeared on behalf of the State. 
Mr. Tim French appeared on behalf of the Defendant. The 
Defendant was not in attendance. 
Mr. French presented oral argument on appea:l. Mr. Rogers 
presented argument in opposition. Mr. French presented rebuttal 
argument. 
The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue an 
decision as soon as possible. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
c: Prosecutor 
Tim French 
H:dycus rosemary oaa 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT -8 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, Respondent, Case No. CR-201O-16949 
vs. DECISION ON APPEAL 
ROSEMARY PEARL DYCUS, 
Defendant, Appellant. 
THIS MATTER is before the Court on the appeal from the magistrate's decision denying 
Rosemary Dycus' motion to suppress evidence. 
I. FACTS 
At the suppression hearing in the court below, the single witness was Officer Dustin 
Cook. Accordingly, the facts of this matter are established by that testimony. 
On October 25, 2010, Officer Dustin Cook observed Dycus driving on Elm Street in 
Idaho Falls. Cook contacted police dispatch to check Dycus' driving status. As Cook waited on 
dispatch, Dycus pulled in to the Common Cents store on South Boulevard in Idaho Falls. 
Dispatch informed Cook that Dycus' license was suspended and the car's registration had 
expired. Cook then turned his car into the Common Cents store's parking lot. 
After waiting in his car approximately five minutes for Dycus to exit the store, Cook 
entered the store and asked the store clerk about Dycus. Cook was advised by the clerk that 
Dycus was in the bathroom and was shown the location of the bathroom. (Tr., p. 14.) Cook 
knocked on the bathroom door several times, announced his presence and asked Dycus to exit 
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the bathroom. Cook testified that the bathroom door was locked. Cook heard the toilet flush and 
heard Dycus say something to the effect of "wait a minute, or something like that." (Tr, p. 11.) 
The store clerk then gave Cook a key to the bathroom and Cook unlocked the bathroom door. As 
Cook entered the bathroom, Dycus tried to push the door shut, but Cook was able to gain entry. 
Once inside, Cook placed Dycus under arrest for driving without privileges, searched her clothes 
and found a marijuana pipe in her jacket. 
Defendant moved the magistrate court to suppress the marijuana pipe based on an alleged 
illegal entry and search in the bathroom. 
II. STANDARD ON APPEAL 
The district court must review a magistrate judge's decision on appeal upon the same 
standards of review as an appeal from the district court to the Idaho Supreme Court. Rule 83(u), 
LR.C.P.; Winn v. Winn, 101 Idaho 270, 272, 611 P.2d 1055, 1057 (1980). Rulings by the 
magistrate that are discretionary are reviewed based on an abuse of discretion standard. 
The trial court's decision will not be overturned absent an abuse of 
discretion. Roberts v. Roberts, 138 Idaho 401, 403, 64 P.3d 327,329 (2003). An 
abuse of discretion does not exist if the trial court (1) recognizes the issue as one 
of discretion, (2) acts within the limits of discretion and consistently with the legal 
standards that apply, and (3) reaches the conclusion through an exercise of reason. 
Roberts, 138 Idaho at 403, 64 P.3d at 329 citing Sun Valley Shopping Ctr. v. 
Idaho Power Co., 119 Idaho 87, 94, 803 P.2d 993,1000 (1991). 
Navarro v. Yonkers, 144 Idaho 882, 173 P.3d 1141,1144 (2007). 
In reviewing factual findings of the magistrate, this Court on appeal does not reweigh the 
evidence, but rather determines whether the evidence presented at trial was substantial and 
competent to sustain the magistrate's findings: 
It is well established that appellate courts in Idaho do not reweigh 
evidence. See, e.g., State v. Doe, 143 Idaho 383, 388, 146 P.3d 649, 654 (2006). 
Instead, we defer to the trial court's unique ability to "accurately weigh the 
evidence and judge the demeanor of the witnesses" and take into account the trial 
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court's "superior view of the entire situation." Doe, 133 Idaho at 809, 992 P.2d at 
1209 (citations omitted). 
State v. Doe, 144 Idaho 839,172 P.3d 1114 (2007). 
Where the magistrate's findings of fact are supported by substantial and 
competent evidence, even if the evidence is conflicting, the magistrate's decision 
will not be disturbed on appeal. Stonecipher v. Stonecipher, 131 Idaho 731, 734, 
963 P.2d 1168, 1171 (1998). 
Brinkmeyer v. Brinkmeyer, 135 Idaho 596, 21 P.3d 918, 920 (2001). 
As to conclusions of law, the appellate court exercises free review over the trial judge's 
conclusions oflaw. Opportunity, L.L.C v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 602, 605, 38 P.3d 1258, 1261 
(2002). Additionally, when a lower court reaches the correct conclusion, but employs reasoning 
different from that of the reviewing court, the reviewing court may affirm the decision on the 
alternate grounds or theory. Martel v. Bulotti, 13 8 Idaho 451, 65 P .3d 192 (2003). 
III. ANALYSIS 
This Court agrees that Dycus had a protected privacy interest when she first entered the 
bathroom. While the evidence was unclear whether the bathroom in the store was open to the 
public, there is no dispute that she had permission to use the bathroom as a temporary guest. 
However, permission to use the bathroom could not be considered indefinite and, when 
considering the rights of the store's owner (and/or its agents), such permission was subject to 
revocation at any time. A person's reasonable expectation of privacy in the use of another's 
bathroom must be tempered by the extent and duration of the permission given. In other words, 
once permission to use the bathroom is revoked, an expectation of privacy is no longer 
reasonable or protected. 
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When considering the facts of this case, the store remained free to grant or revoke 
permission to use the bathroom as it saw fit. While the store granted Dycus permission to use 
the bathroom, it remained free to revoke permission and/or grant to another, such as Officer 
Cook, the right to enter the bathroom. The undisputed evidence established that the store clerk 
gave the bathroom key to Cook for the purpose of entering the bathroom. At that point in time, 
Cook had at least an equal right to be in the bathroom as did Dycus. Conversely, Dycus had no 
constitutional right to prevent the store from authorizing a third party to enter the bathroom at 
that time. While such authorization may create an embarrassing or awkward situation, it does 
not rise to the level of a constitutional violation. 
Cook testified that upon entering the bathroom he arrested Dycus and then conducted a 
search incident to an arrest, thereby locating the paraphernalia. Inasmuch as Cook's entry into 
the bathroom was by permission, and Dycus no longer had a reasonable expectation of privacy, 
there was no illegal entry and therefore there is no basis to suppress the evidence obtained 
following the arrest. While this Court's rationale on review may not exactly track with the 
rationale of the magistrate, a reviewing court may nevertheless affirm the decision of the lower 
court albeit the theory and reasoning may differ. 
Additionally (and alternatively), this Court agrees with the magistrate that the search and 
seizure of the paraphernalia was inevitable, even if entry and arrest in the bathroom was 
Improper. 
The doctrine of "inevitable discovery" relates to hypothetical independent 
sources. It has been narrowly enunciated and applied by the United States 
Supreme Court. In Nix v. Williams, 467 U.S. 431, 104 S.Ct. 2501, 81 L.Ed.2d 377 
(1984), the Court held that evidence concerning the location of a dead body would 
not be suppressed, even though the evidence had been obtained by improper 
questioning of the accused, because the police also had organized a thorough 
search of the area where the body lay and its eventual discovery was inevitable 
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State v. Holman, 109 Idaho 382, 391-392, 707 P.2d 493 (Ct. App. 1985). 
The Supreme Court's decision in Nix did not turn upon the fact that the search 
which would have led to discovery of the victim's body was completely 
independent of the unconstitutional interrogation. The Court reasoned that 
society's interests in deterring illegal police conduct and in having juries receive 
all probative evidence of a crime are best balanced by applying the exclusionary 
rule to put the government in the same, not a worse, position than it would have 
experienced absent the police misconduct. Nix, 467 U.S. at 442-44, 104 S.Ct. at 
2508-09, 81 L.Ed.2d at 386-87. This balancing of interests is at the heart of the 
inevitable discovery doctrine. It would not be advanced by a rule disallowing 
evidence solely because the alternate investigation was not entirely unrelated to 
the illegal one. Therefore, in our view, the inquiry should concentrate upon the 
inevitability of the discovery rather than the independence of the investigation. 
See Whitehorn, 829 F.2d at 1231 ("So long as it is clear that such evidence would 
inevitably have been discovered by lawful means, suppression is inappropriate.") 
Independence is strong evidence of inevitability, but is not always necessary in 
order to demonstrate the ineluctability of the discovery. We therefore hold that a 
wholly independent investigation, while certainly relevant to whether discovery 
was inevitable, is not a prerequisite to application of the inevitable discovery 
exception. 
State v. Buterbaugh, 138 Idaho 96, 102,57 P.3d 807,813,57 P.3d 807 (Ct. App. 2002). 
The magistrate found that if Dycus wasn't arrested and searched in the bathroom, should 
would have been arrested and searched the moment she stepped out of the bathroom. Such a 
conclusion is supported by the evidence. There is no reason to conclude that a search which 
would have been conducted only a few feet away from the actual search, and only moments after 
the actual search was conducted, would not have yielded the same results. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The decision of the magistrate denying the motion to suppress is affirmed. 
DATED this 'i' day of December, 2011. 
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Appellate Rule II(c) (1). 
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(c) The appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
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her to be an indigent prisoner who is represented by appointed counsel, Timothy D. French, 
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Public Defender, BOlmeville County, Idaho and the appellant is without funds for payment of the 
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-::--, 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with Idaho Code 19-870, that the Bonneville 
County Public Defender is appointed to represent the Defendant on appeal. 
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Dated this '2--~ day of January, 2012. 
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